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Project Background

Geary Avenue Parkette is located at 15 Geary Avenue, west of Ossington Avenue and north of
Dupont St. The playground is located near the west end of the park.
The playground currently includes:
•

One swing set with:
o

Two swings for ages 2-5

o

Two swings for ages 5 and up

•

A medium sized slide (yellow structure)

•

A junior climbing structure and small slide (purple and green structure)

•

A Teeter Totter

•

Sand under all play areas

•

Other features near the playground include 5 benches and a picnic table.

The playground will be redesigned informed by feedback from the community. The redesigned
playground is proposed to include:
•

•
•

Accessible play equipment for ages 18 months to 12 years and an accessible pathway
connecting to the playground area. This means that people of all abilities will be able to
play at this playground.
About the same number of play features like swings, slides, etc.
Woodchip playground surfacing

Improvements will only be made in the general playground area. This project will not include
improvements to other areas of the park.

Survey Objectives

In November 2021, the City conducted an online survey to obtain feedback from community
members to inform the Geary Avenue Parkette playground improvements. Survey participants
were given the opportunity to review four playground design options and choose their favourite.
The survey was available from November 15 to November 29, 2021.The survey received a
total of 426 responses. In total, 849 people participated in the survey responses collected.
The feedback from the survey will inform the selection and refinement of the playground
improvements.

Notification

The online survey was promoted through the following channels:
•
•
•
•

Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents
Promotions through the local Councillor's Office
Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/GearyParkettePlayground
On-site signage
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Key Feedback Highlights
•

When asked to rank their playground design preference, respondents ranked
Design A highest (28%) followed by Design B (26%), Design C (26%) and Design D
(19%)

•

The preferred colour scheme for the new playground was bright primary colours,
like yellow, blue, and red (43%) over bright, non-primary colours like turquoise,
orange and purple (33%). No colour preference was noted by 24% of respondents.
Playground Option A – Most Preferred (28%)
o The three playground features respondents liked the most in the design were:
 The combined junior and senior play structure for ages 2 to 12 (54%)
 The senior agility, balance and climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12 –
(49%)
 Curved slide (41%)

•

•

o

The three playground features respondents didn't like, would remove or change
in the design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (50%)
 The combined junior and senior play structure for ages 2 to 12 (10%)
 Play panels (10%)

o

The three playground features respondents most commonly requested more of in
the playground design were:
 Toddler swing (27%)
 Belt swings (23%)
 The senior agility, balance and climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12
(20%)

Playground Option B – Second Preference (26%)
o The three playground features respondents liked the most in the design were:
 The combined junior and senior play structure for ages 2 to 12 (44%)
 The senior climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12 150 (39%)
 Wavey slide (34%)
o

The three playground features respondents didn't like, would remove or change
in the design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (48%)
 2-person sitting spring toy in the shape of “Dexter the Dragon” (10%)
 The overall layout (10%)

o

The three playground features respondents most commonly requested more of in
the playground design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (25%)
 Toddler swing (24%)
 The senior climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12 (18%)

Playground Option C – Second Preference (26%)
o The three playground features respondents liked the most in the design were:
 The large combined junior and senior play structure feature for ages 2 to
12 (51%)
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•

•

Stand up spring toy in the shape of space rocket (28%)
Sit down spring toy in shape of a jet (27%)

o

The three playground features respondents didn't like, would remove or change
in the design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (42%)
 The overall layout (16%)
 The large combined junior and senior play structure feature for ages 2 to
12 (12%)

o

The three playground features respondents most commonly requested more of in
the playground design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (25%)
 Toddler swing (25%)
 The large combined junior and senior play structure feature for ages 2 to
12 (22%)

Playground Option D – Least Preferred (19%)
o The three playground features respondents liked the most in the design were:
 Hexagonal shaped sun roofs on junior and senior play structures (44%)
 The senior play structure for ages 5 to 12 (39%)
 The junior play structure for ages 2 to 5 (36%)
o

The three playground features respondents didn't like, would remove or change
in the design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (39%)
 The overall layout (23%)
 The senior play structure for ages 5 to 12 (11%)

o

The three playground features respondents most commonly requested more of in
the playground design were:
 I would not change anything, I like it as-is (23%)
 The senior play structure for ages 5 to 12 (21%)
 Toddler swing (19%)

For seating around the playground:
o 54% of respondents preferred picnic tables
o 46% of respondents preferred benches
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary

What do you like most about Playground Design A? You can pick up to 5 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climbing structures
The wooden climbing slats
Looks like the lowest probability for head injuries
This design is awful
More spacious
I just want to see the options
Steps for little ones to walk up rather than climb
Some exercise equipment would be nice
Rope Wall
None
Wonky wave
Colour
The colours!
The monkey bars are one long continuous line, making it a fun challenge for older/more
physically adept kids
Sand and water feature and skate park
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•
•
•

An overall park for children that is useable for all children to enjoy and be safe
Four climbing options
Nothing

Is there anything you don't like, that you would remove from or change about Playground
Design A? Select any features you don't like.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not enough toddler swings
Plastic material
Why so much plastic/metal, why not wood?
Higher swings
So crammed. In the age of social distancing, give the kids some room to breathe.
You need swings for older children above age 12. The sensory movement is good for
mental health
Ensuring surrounding the area has plenty of rocks, seats, and common areas for rest of
family to be comfortable as well. Looks sterile currently in terms of landscaping. Also
unclear as to what the ground cover is, wood chips?
There are no organic elements. It feels like an old fashioned design and is very static.
Needs more belt swings and another toddler swing.
ground cover is gross, should be fenced in. Every colour was barfed onto this one.
It’s an outdated and unappealing design with cheap garish plastic. Too much concrete
(accessibility can be more natural).
Playground does not appear to have many shaded areas. Everything is very close
together, may limit the number of children who can play simultaneously.
more shade, please
The combined structure up to 12 years from 2 is tricky for parents with younger kids. You
want to let them explore but with a more challenging structure you can’t.
The one play structure does not accommodate social distancing. I think stretching it out
over a longer span may help. Or separate it?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swings are too small, why are all the tall swings disappearing from the city?
Geary has the tallest swings in the city and my 8 year old loves them.
Not enough toddler swings
More things for toddlers
I would prefer a play structure for toddlers separate from the senior one
Add some sort of seesaw for single kid to play on
More accessible swings
More monkey bars
I have 3 kids (7, 9, 11). All they want are traditional monkey bars. Would get more use
than the circles that spin.

Is there anything you would like more of in Playground Design A? Select up to 3 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more complicated structures. more monkey bars
Zipline
A larger more imaginative play structure
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Exercise equipment
Separate junior and senior play structure s
June Rowlands Park has an incredible wooden play structure and musical instruments
for children, why not Geary?
More climbing areas.
More spacing
Norte structure
Exercise equipment for adults and older children/teens. Parks should not just be for
children under 12
More items that move, such as a kids zip line or something that spins
What is the green disc for?? Please make occupy less park space.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As someone who lives across the street from the playground, I find it cold, without much
integration or Consideration for the surroundings and could be plopped down anywhere.
I would hate to see this every day.
Climbing objects / walls
Ladder
Sandbox, spring toy
Separate junior and senior play structures
I would like to see more equipment for adults to exercise such as a pull up and a dip bar,
etc. It would be really good for the community health if adults could also have a reason
to go outside and enjoy the park.
The long play structure doesn’t seem to accommodate social distancing.
tall swings
More things for toddlers
Lower slide for younger kids
shade
Exercises equipment
Fireman pole
Separate play for toddler 2-5 then for 5+
Natural and bigger climbing structures
The more big kid climbing, agility, strength features the better. Even simple bars or a
climbing structure.
More climbing structures
Where even is the teeter totter
Table tennis
For very young kids - toddler swings are often the only feature they can use. Definitely
need to have more of them as they will play for a long time with the only feature
available to them. Would like to see more features focused on spinning, climbing in a
more open/non-linear way, and some imaginative play features (i think some of this is in
the play panels, but things like piloting a plane, pretending to be a firefighter, giving out
food at a restaurant, etc.)
Bouldering wall
There is an opportunity to do so much more here with the available space. If this is about
money - I’m sure the local neighbourhood association would be happy to fundraise for a
more ambitious reno.
Benches, a water station to wash hands
The existing yellow curved slide at the playground is a favourite for many kids. It would
be great to get a similar one integrated into the new structure
A zip line or similar structure (you can hang onto something and slide across)
More toddler friendly duo or individual use play structures
Higher and lower monkey bars
More for toddlers
More monkey bars for toddlers
Monkey bars, hygiene station to wash hands, i like the current gates/fence
More risk-encouraging activities (including monkey bars); more free play options
Monkey bars w/accessible ladders for 5-7 year olds
Design should keep the currently installed awesome high swings that appeal to younger
and older kids.
Where is the wading pool?
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More greenery. A sandbox. A separate structure for toddlers so that they can play away
from bigger kids
More unique and interesting features like the parks near Kensington Market and St
Lawrence Market - add in natural pieces too like logs
More creative elements
Sand play area
I would prefer swings for older kids. The proposed swings are too small and distance so
limited they aren’t fun for kids over the age of 6 (even though it says 12 not the case).
We should be creating spaces that are fun for older kids. My 12 year old loves the
swings at geary but not new sets in other parks. It’s a shame.
Please keep the old style swings and then you can add these new ones as well if you
want. These are not high enough
Spiderweb net climber
Merry-go-rounds! Kids and adults alike love those, and they are one of the most energyintensive activities in a park. They encourage movement, getting heart rates up, and
burning off energy. Please!
More individual wiggly/balance/spinny elements that smallish kids can play on
themselves
very important to have more than one toddler swing (without losing others); SENIOR
structures/items key > Spider climb or WALL climb; MERRY-GO-ROUND would be great
I really like it but the only thing I would add is a spiral slide like the existing one in the
playground
I really like it but the only thing I would add is a spiral slide like the existing one in the
playground
Better 2 to 12 age structure Like in Jeff Harley Park at 1 Delroy Dr, Etobicoke, ON M8Y
1M7. with rock climbing options, and spider nets, and taller structure
Interest for kids 12-18 Basketball court, ball hockey
Water / splash pad
a separate structure for ages 2-5
Separate junior and senior play structure
I would like a sandbox included in the design
I would remove the play panels entirely. While I understand their developmental
appropriateness, anyone who's spent time watching young children use these structures
can confirm these get the least amount of attention of any features.
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What do you like most about Playground Design B? You can pick up to 5 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Main structure is more spread out- can accommodate more kids running around and lots
of monkey bar structures!
like the circle thing in the middle to climb on.
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Web link rope bridge
Better than A
Web link rope bridge
Seems to be slightly less cluttered than A
it's still pretty awful. but best colours of the 4.
Looks much like A with the elements moved around. I really find this approach offensive,
without consideration and a step backwards. I don’t want this eyesore in the “new Geary”
approach. Sorry, but this has no relationship to what is being proposed for Geary Ave
Spider web
The thing that looks like a spider web
the web climbing thing
web rope bridge
Seems to accommodate social distancing better.
Honestly you can probably pull my responses out for this section. I don't have or want
children, I wanted to see if there were any questions related to features meant for adults/
not child-specific because I use other areas of this park.
looks good but the swings are too small
Like how this is spread out - different activities in different areas
ice cream shop + web
None
Spider climber, more challenging rock climber wall?
Rope climbing stuff
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

love swings as long as they are high enough to enable a satisfying swing height. Geary
parkette has a very high swing height which is very enjoyable for kids. Many of the
recently renovated ones are too low and so kids climb on them or twist them instead.
Hillcrest swings are at a good height/chain length from the top, but
Web link rope bridge
Web link bridge
web link rope bridge
Love it
Variety of climbers and slides
The middle circle rope climbing thing
Web link rope bridge
Monkey bars
Monkey bars
I like the separate monkey bars
Ice cream storefront imaginative play
Webbed bridge on climbing structure
Add a steering wheel
Web link rope bridge
Need interest for kids over 12-18 basketball court, ball hockey
Nothing - it's basically a variation on a theme from option A. Loss of the play panels and
separation of younger/older structures are the two improvements, however.

Is there anything you don't like, that you would remove from or change about Playground
Design B? Select any features you don't like.
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Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The gap between the red slide platform and the green circular climber- seems a bit
precarious - maybe a bit of a banner to protect from falling on the green platform thing
between the circle and the platform for the slide
They're too short.
Would like to see a teeter totter
Plastic material
More wood, less plastic and metal
Higher swings
Same as design one in regards to surrounding area. This design also needs more
platform areas for kids to stand on.
Would be good to have a rubberized floor surface
Like the previous design, it seems dated. I would love to see a more contemporary
design
Why does it need to occupy so much space and why is the border so unnecessarily
irregular? Dexter was a TV show about a demented serial killer. Is it an appropriate
name for the dragon?
Yes, I’d like to see both a and b removed. These are false choices. Let Geary residents
and designers give you an idea of what we might want in our parks.
One should have a climbing structure to join where the slides are and the other swinging
play structure. Also, nowhere near enough belt swings.
Not enough swing options
Its sprawled out and each section is boring on own
more shade please
Spacing is better but could be spaced out more.
taller swings
The young toddlers will be harder to keep safe on the combined structure
Platforms seem too small
Web link rope bridge
Exercise machine
The bet thing in the middle looks dangerous
Not enough challenging features for bigger kids.
It looks small, and common
Put the one from option A here and it’s perfect
i like the increase in slides, but only if the slides are actually slippery - often the angle
makes it so very slow that kids don't use them (particularly wavy slides)
Play panel
The netting between the two structures looks dangerous
Sand prefer soft ground
Would love to see more wooden structures
More toddler individual or duo play structures, there aren’t a lot of older kids who play
here
Lack of something that parents can do pull ups on when they are watching their kids
More interesting senior climber
Rubber floor, instead of wood chips
The monkey bar 'course' is too short - would be better end to end to provide more of a
challenge/more fun
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More climbing/agility equipment
Missed opportunity to create unique features that take advantage of the linear nature of
the park (e.g. a long suspension bridge or slide, like at Grange Park).
The access to the large slide. The playgrounds in the neighbourhood with the slides with
difficult access points are incredibly frustrating for smaller kids.
I don’t like the combined play structure. Need a smaller one for younger children.
See next question
I really don’t think this type of play structure, a or b is appropriate here. These fixed
structures have limited appeal, and older kids have nowhere to go to play because it’s
just too young. Playgrounds should have more landscape elements, more loose parts,
more challenging structures and parts that encourage vestibular movements (climbing,
hanging). This is a long linear park and could sustain several areas, from a skate park,
water and sand feature, bars, logs, swings and spinning elements.
Too crowded
Not interesting or challenging for older kids
There is a daycare up the road and many parents and toddlers come here daily. This
structure doesn’t look as safe for toddler and the playground is less appealing for those
parents.
please keep the old style swings, you can add these ones in addition. These are too
small. More swings are better
Tunnel slide
Would love to see another teeter-totter/balancing toy.
Jusy have normal monkey bars. Not spinning rung monkey bars or whatever gimmick.
Dont like the web link rope bridge. Makes me nervous for younger children
There’s not much of a dynamic between the pieces. They just seemed dropped in
The red slide is too big
There are better play structures for ages 2-12. This one is missing rock climbing wall and
more climbing nets
Web link rope bridge
more tactile areas to engage the kids instead of just bars on the combined 2-12 play
structure
The fact that the structure is combined
The rope bridge. Makes the high section inaccessible
Could have more climbing structure
I would like a sandbox added
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Is there anything you would like more of in Playground Design B? Select up to 3 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

a covered twisty slide like at High Park Jamie Bell playground. And more complicated
structures. A big soccer field.
Zipline
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Play panels, sandbox
Look at June Rowlands Playground
Higher swings
Replace that spring toy with more of something like those spinning chairs that are fun for
many ages
Okay structures
Layout is all spaced out and not designed as a cohesive whole as in option one. Feels
isolated and old fashioned, boring
A few more landing areas and play panels
More platforms. I like this design but the overall area spaces where kids can test or wait
their turn is more limited than Design A.
Climbing wall, something that spins, maybe a kids zip line
More swings. Add a rock climbing wall. Add more teeter totters or spring toys. Add
something that spins.
can it be fenced in? I should be able to walk my dog in there (on leash). it is a public
park which should be for everyone. How will it work when the greenling is a whole.
People walking dogs will need to leave the park for this section?
I’d like a resident driven approach to the parks along Geary that are in step with the
Geary study and future planning.
More play panels like option A
Climbing walls/objects; shade
Sand box, teeter totter
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult workout equipment. Single adults should also have a reason to go to a park and
exercise.
the spider thing in the middle, these are better with more options - ie closer to the
ground, ropes closer to each other
tall swings
More dedicated space for the young toddlers
more shade
Bridge, but not web libk
Rock wall
Climbing structures
The senior play structure is too small
senior climbing play structure only focuses on upper body/arm strength. Prefer mix found
in design A where there is some agility, balance, and more open-ended climbing
features
Bouldering wall
Again this is not a very ambitious design and heavily based on plastic structures that
aren’t imaginative or based on natural materials. Accessible doesn’t have to mean
boring. Something musical would be good to add.
Play panels
Monkey bars for toddlers
Benches and a water station to wash hands
Less plastic.
Generally the playground doesn't look like much fun to play on. It should facilitate games
of tag, have pullies and be much more fun.
More unique features, like a zip line type of structure
Higher and lower monkey bars
Climbing things
Monkey bars, more areas to play grounders and climb
More junior monkey bars and junior toys
Missed opportunity to create unique features that take advantage of the linear nature of
the park (e.g. a long suspension bridge or slide, like at Grange Park).
More risk-encouraging activities. A sand pit.
I would prefer a separate junior play structure, rather than combined option
Teeter totter
More areas for younger children. Sandbox. Smaller separate play structure.
Comment above
The overall design is boring and canned, no connection to the neighbourhood. The park
is parallel to a train track, why not include integrate a train and other train features into
the playground?
More creative elements
Sand play area
Better swings
Teeter totter
Keep the old swings, more swings needed overall. Better for them to be higher. My 8
year old is already too big for this style
Please add in a merry-go-round! Kids need to run, burn off energy, get heart rates up...
the merry go round is basically a treadmill for kids, and with obesity being a pandemic,
we have to encourage movement!
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•
•
•
•
•
•

More elaborate spiderweb–type climbing structures; more standalone bouncy/balancing
equipment; more sensory-play items.
very important to have more than one toddler swing (without losing others); SENIOR
structures/items key > Spider climb or WALL climb; MERRY-GO-ROUND would be great
Again more creativity
Basketball court ball hockey space
a separate structure for ages 2-5
I would like a sandbox included

What do you like most about Playground Design C? You can pick up to 5 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lots of climbing!! Very good. And the bars to play on (the bar under the astronaut in the
picture)
the climbing structures are great
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Not much
Net climber
Awful
Maze play
Climber, chin up bar, trapeze
Nothing
round climbing structure is OK, space theme cute but more than a bit half-hearted.
These are essentially the same plan with similar elements over and over again. As a
Geary Ave resident and member of the design community I’m appalled and horrified with
these proposals.
The net climber
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The colour
That rope cylinder is cool
Climbing pieces
Did not appeal to me
a circle thing
I like all of this. I like the more clear separation between the older and younger kids play
structures. The spring toys in general are not used as much as see saws.
Net climber
The circular rope thing
Mess or rope climbing equipment is good.
As previous..
structures look nice but need to be taller, why are all structures now so small?
Net climber
Climbing
The round climbing structure
net climber, chin-up bar, trapeze beam
Rope climbing stuff
with only two views, it is hard to see the entire layout of the combined play structure
Not enough monkey bars / climbing bars
All the climbers are great! Also the chin up bar
Net climber
Don’t like anything about this one. Boring.
net climber
The climbing structures for older kids. Those always seem to be very popular
I don’t like it
Net and linking lumber
I don't like this design
It has a space theme
The net climber
Net climber
All the climbers! Looks like a lot of fun things to climb for kids of all ages.
The climbers look great
I like how there is a more accessible structure for younger children
Climbing nets
Net climbers
net climber
Net climbing structure
The net climber
Linking climber, net climber
Don’t like it, not enough to do
Nothing beside the stand up toy, which is rare to see - otherwise this is very similar to a
park 3 short blocks away at Bristol. Again, my 7 year old son has visited this once and is
no longer interested in it. His playground at his school (Essex Public) is much more
interesting and challenging.
Separate play structures for junior and senior
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Is there anything you don't like, that you would remove from or change about Playground
Design C? Select any features you don't like.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could you add a set of monkey bars somewhere
no monkey bars
Better slides
No talk slide
Purple is weird
No sandbox. Would be same comment for other options
Plastic material
B is best, but less plastic and metal more wood!
The colours!
Smaller slides. Fewer points of engagement on this design. Not idea for aging children
The colour
Instead of combined structure for ages 2-12, would be nice to have separate elements
and areas for younger vs older children to safely play
I would live see some organic elements
Need something that spins. Something more challenging to climb for 5 - 12 year olds.
The colours are really, really terrible! REALLY TERRIBLE!!! It is very cheap looking.
I don’t like the approach, the style or the lack of consideration.
Doesn't look challenging enough for 6+, kids said it looked boring.
Dark colour - make it bright green! Also, everyone loves a red slide
the colour purple
Maybe not enough social distancing!
The colours on this one are kind of ugly. Reminds me of the hamburgler...
needs taller swings
Color
The colours
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colours, the theme
Please add traditional monkey bars
Colour
Don’t love the colors and all the slides being purple. Have a hard time visualizing the
other side of the structure
While i love the increased diversity in types of climbing, balancing, si
Taller curved slide
This is the worst one by far. Not challenging or interesting.
Colour palette - would prefer something more neutral or blue
Colour, sand prefer soft ground
Too much plastic. More wooden structures please
Too small, not enough swings for toddlers either
Make chain in belt swings longer so they go fast
Lack of colour
Playground structure isn’t spaced out. There will be too much foot traffic on the actual
structure
Separate junior and senior structures. More climbing options for juniors
Missed opportunity to create unique features that take advantage of the linear nature of
the park (e.g. a long suspension bridge or slide, like at Grange Park).
The climbing options have nowhere for the kids to go. Why is there not a rope net across
the top so that kids can climb to the top and then sit up there?
Not enough for older kids
Don’t love the colours
In all options the little kids area should be separated from bigger kids.. big kids tend to
run down little ones
Purple
This colour scheme
Unsure of Spring toys
Keep the old swings, and add these as well. Also this structure could use some standard
style monkey bars
Tunnel slide
Needs monkey bars
it doesn't look.... fun. If you break it down, it's really just a bunch of steps up and down but nothing to 'do'. It's not very engaging. It would be pretty boring.
Don't love the colours in this rendering! And I'd like the imaginative elements to be
more...expansive. More sensory elements! The net climber should be more elaborate!
These all feel so ‘dropped in’. What ties each of these to the neighbourhood?
I think it lacks monkey bars
Maybe more of a Climbing wall
Need space for older children basketball court ball hockey
Net climber
The fact that the structure is combined
Missing climbing
I don’t like the lack of sandbox
Net climbers
The monsters
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•

If these are the only options, I would suggest the teeter-totter vs the spring toy: more
children, more options for play (4-person as at Wychwood Barns playground being the
best option).

Is there anything you would like more of in Playground Design C? Select up to 3 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monkey bars, even if off to the side somewhere
monkey bars
Zipline
larger play structure and more climbing options
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Net climbing equipment
June Rowlands park
More height
More spacing
Taller slides. Not engaging enough for 5-12
I would love to see a design that involves some different elevations of the ground itself,
and uses art and nature as inspiration
More climbing challenges. And something that spins like the bucket seats in Earlscourt.
More park benches
more of different colours.Should occupy less space. fence it in.
New design, integration
Slide options similar to option A and B
Everything
Climbing
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•
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•
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The current teeter totter seems pretty popular so I would replace it with something more
similar than what is in this design
Sandbox
Replaced the curve net structure with a different monkey bar structure
Check out park in Newmarket. They have a giant rope climbing apparatuses shaped like
Ontario place.
taller swings
Rock wall
Longer row of Monkey bars
Add monkey bars. Otherwise this one is great!
Needs more climbing and balance features
would like to see this from the view of a parent trying to support their kid's play on these
structures (looking for blind spot/areas, how accessible is it for parent so support their
kids getting into the slide with overhead bars that restrict parent access, that sort of
thing. Is there more room needed between big kid/little kid climbing structures to ensure
that little kids don't get bowled over?
Even more climbers
The recent renovations of Hillcrest park and Bristol Ave park have been extremely
underwhelming and our kids age 4 and 7 do not enjoy playing there. Why not take
inspiration from Ramadan park or Corktown common. How is this supposed to reflect the
overall ambition for the Green Line? Again if it’s about money, the neighbourhood
association may be interested in contributing
A tunnel or ground level play area/house for toddlers
Monkey bars for juniors
Benches and a water station to wash hands
A zip line type of structure
Higher and lower monkey bars
Monkey bars
Monkey bars
monkey bars
Monkey bars, clminbing/agility equipment
I dont like it
Missed opportunity to create unique features that take advantage of the linear nature of
the park (e.g. a long suspension bridge or slide, like at Grange Park).
A sand pit
Teeter totter
One play house for toddlers. Promotes imaginative play.
More interesting feature for older kids
Need more swings in all options. There’s always a line up for swings
I dont like this one at all. Dont so it loo
Designated Sand play area
Taller slide
Keep the old style swings,
Teeter-totter
Please add in a merry-go-round! Kids need to run, burn off energy, get heart rates up...
the merry go round is basically a treadmill for kids, and with obesity being a pandemic,
we have to encourage movement! Also, please add in some adult swings, because
parents want to swing too, and those low-swings are so dull.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to add teeter totters!
And I'd like the imaginative elements to be more...expansive. More sensory elements!
The net climber should be more elaborate!
very important to have more than one toddler swing (without losing others); SENIOR
structures for 5-12 key > Spider climb or WALL climb; MERRY-GO-ROUND would be
great
Spring toys in general
Monkey bars needed
Regular slides - and maybe side by side slides for two kids to use
More wall climbing options and additional structure age 5-12 like in option A or B
separate structure for ages 2-5
Would like a sandbox
This is the most junior friendly option yet. I would say this option is not accessible to
children over 5 or possibly 6 years of age.

What do you like most about Playground Design D? You can pick up to 5 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

More wood!
Don’t like this one
Nothing really stands out in terms of layout or special features
Don’t like it
Don’t like at all. Very limited for a 5-12 age range. Looks like a toddler park.
There are more children pictured in the drawing than there are in the entire
neighbourhood. And the little one girl is embedded in the orange slide clearly not much
effort invested.
This looks like a rendering from the product catalogue. We don’t have mountains in the
background of Geary. Proves the point about lack of consideration.
The separation of age appropriate equipment
Dislike
Shade is needed; dislike this layout though
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•
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Did not appeal to me
This is the best option so far by a long way.
I like this the best with the gazebo style shapes
too small in general
Shade
I like having a junior and a senior play structure, otherwise older kids tend to be
intimidating to littler ones
Don’t like the huts
Store counter
The roofs could be a cool place for older kids to hang out. Where are the options for
imaginative unstructured play?
climbers are fantastic
Dont like it. Way too little things to do.
I don't like this design
Nothing it’s terrible
Don't like this one either
the fact that the structures are separate / all the climbing options
None
I hesitate to write this, but the sunroofs are the only feature that would interest many
older children, because they could (unsafely) attempt to climb on top of them. I thought
the same of the unlabelled circular panel in Option A.

Is there anything you don't like, that you would remove from or change about Playground
Design D? Select any features you don't like.
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Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The structure for 5-12 years does not look as fun as the other designs
it's only good for 4 year olds. i'm 7 and i dont like it.
Attach two sun roofs with bridge
the two play structures should be more different
Not challenging for 5-12
Seems small
Not particularly challenging
Plastic material
All plastic and metal, no wood
This one looks like a germ fest. Too closed in.
Too simple. Need something more challenging to climb and need something that spins.
Other than the colour of #3 this is the worst design.It already takes too much space yet
the swings go outside the footprint.
The products in each of these playgrounds are unsightly. They are generic, cheap,
garish, mass produced products that have no place in today’s world. There has only
been one plan and layout presented more or less with slight variations on ugly products.
Kids don't like this one, said it doesn't look fun for climbing and looks too easy. 10 year
old said this structure is fun for tag games though cause it's easier.
Looks suburban and uninspired
more monkey bars
How disconnected and small the structures seem
It’s kinda boring.
i don't like this one
too babyish
I like the previous combined structure
Kind of boring
We wold get people living in them. Furthermore people. Also people use them for
questionable sketchy activity.
I like that there are two age-segregated play structures but then both seem too small to
be much fun
This one looks the least fun for big kids
Lack of Agility climbing structures
The park looks misplaced
Will create lots of traffic leading to a small zone where kids can hang once they’ve
climbed, if they don’t want to slide right away
Why is the swingset on the grass? The layout is just weird, like the architect got bored
and just slapped some stuff together
No bridge
Lack of rope climbers
Why can’t you keep the swing set that’s already there and add an accessible swing
separately?
Sand prefer soft sand
Too much plastic. Don’t like how the 2 structures are not connected
Not enough play areas
Make chain in belt swings longer so they go fast
Prefer designs that integrate ages
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Need some kind of rope climbing structure
this structure is too 'junior' - not enough adventure
Bigger play structures, multi level
This is by far the worst design for older children - there is nowhere for them to climb or
hang or dangle. The senior play structure looks noticeably more babyish than the other
designs.
Not nearly as exciting as the ones that join the junior and senior play structures. This is
essentially two gazebos.
Needs more swings and play structures bigger
The first couple of designs were ok but the last two sorta suck. The biggest issue is the
massing or lack thereof
This colour scheme
keep old style swings, add these is you also want to, more is better. The structures look
good, but standard monkey bars would be good too
Tunnel slide
Climbing structures don’t seem challenging enough for big kids
This is a good *part* of a playground, but it's too one-sighted. We are missing some freeform climbing. It's a great start, but not a challenge. This park is not going to inspire
activity. This is the park equivalent to sitting on the couch. Toss the jr. structure... the big
structure is jr enough.
Separate play structures
Doesn't look expansive enough for the space
I really don’t like this option.
I don't feel the structures are very interesting or challenging. NEED CLIMBING for the
kids and monkey bars
These are all like SimCity designs. They really need to have some sort of relationship to
the context (i.e. the train; the linearity; the diversity/industrial nature of Geary
This is a general comment in regards to seeing all the proposals. The playground feels
too rigid, a good reference in the area would be the updated playground at Art Eggleton
with the natural feel playground with curve lines and different material on the floor to
outline but also ties together different play areas. The way all these 4 proposed designs
doesn’t take consideration of the surroundings which loose out on the opportunity of
becoming a welcoming and enduring park for all ages.
More space for kids to walk around on the structure - it’s very tiny
This structure is just for very young children not 8 and up
More climbing
Needs a sandbox
Structures too small for multiple kids to play on
This strikes me as the highest expense for smallest play reward - the structures are cute
and might look good to walk by, but they provide mainly a place for older children and
teens to hang out and smoke, or try to climb up. I say this from extensive experience in
and around playgrounds.
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Is there anything you would like more of in Playground Design D? Select up to 3 features.

Respondents who selected "Other" provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monkey bars
more complicated structures. the climbing nets like at christie pits.
Zipline
There should be more climbing options like Design C
benches for parents and such... would be nice
Higher slide more complex gymnastics
A rope climbing structure
Sandbox teeter totter
Look at June Rowlands playground
More air
Chin up bar
Higher slides. More for 5-12 range. We already have a young park nearby.
Can’t comment. Don’t like at all.
more park benches
comment: this one will just be a shelter for people to drink and smoke pot when it's
raining or snowing. Maybe for the homeless too.
I’d like parks to have a serious rethink together with residents.
Please not this one, please
Climbing pieces
Better teeter totter replacement
monkey bars and curved slides
Sandbox
Adult exercise equipment in addition to whatever gets build for the kids.
More climbing structures. This structure will not appeal to kids over 5.
Definitely more social distancing in play structures!
made for kids up to 5 what about older kids
n/a
Climbing options
A cooler slide on one of them like wavy or curved
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More climbing and swinging bars
Agility climbing structures
Don’t like this one at all
This one is far too small, and there are no connections between the units. Needs more
climbing and balancing features
Its a mess pick a different design
Connect the two structures
Slides ropes larger structures
like the diversity in the senior play structure, but could benefit from addition of spinning
and hanging type structures to round it out
Larger and taller climbers
Senior age climbers
More musical options or building options - like the digger toy at Vermont square.
More climbing options like b
doesnt seem as interesting as the other options
Tunnels and more play structures for toddlers
More climbing structures
More climbing ropes similar to design c
I prefer the other designs with the combined play structures
Benches and a watet station to wash hands
A zip line type of structure
Monkey bars
Climbing structures
Monkey bars small and tall
Monkey bars
More integration of play structures
monkey bars
Monkey bars and agility climbing equioment, round about
Basket Ball nets
Don't like the design
More climbing options
This should not be considered. There is nothing for the older kids.
Looks boring compared to the other designs, not much to climb creatively.
More diverse climbing options
Teeter totter
A separate climbing structure for older children
Not enough to climb for older kids.
Nada
make sure slides are actually fast, keep old style swings
Spiderweb climbing structure
Please add in a merry-go-round! Kids need to run, burn off energy, get heart rates up...
the merry go round is basically a treadmill for kids, and with obesity being a pandemic,
we have to encourage movement! Also, needs adult swings for active parents. Ad put in
a free form climbing section. These little houses are fine for sitting and standing in... but
really, what else? This park does not inspire movement and activity./
Not my favourite.
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This feels like a really prescriptive and limiting option, without elements to challenge
older kids or spark younger kids' creativity.
CLIMBING / Monkey bars for 5-12s
Better option for 2-12 and 5-12 ages. This is the worst layout
more climbing
There isn’t enough climbing options
the descriptions says there are 2 toddler swings but I can only see one. 2 is better!
None
Needs a sandbox

Rank the playground designs in order from your favourite (1) to your least favourite (4).
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Demographics
Total responses per age group include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

175 respondents age 0 to 4 years old
144 respondents age 5 to 12 years old
26 respondents age 13 to 18 years old
41 respondents age 19 to 29 years old
232 respondents age 30 to 39 years old
164 respondents age 40 to 55 years old
35 respondents age 56 to 64 years old
25 respondents age 65 to 74 years old
7 respondents age 75 years old or above

In addition to the above, 1% classroom teacher filled out the survey for the whole classroom,
with participation in this survey form children in kindergarten and grades 1,3,4,5,6,7,8 , and 25%
were students participated.
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Appendix B: Playground Design and Equipment Options
Playground Design – Concept Plan
The new playground area illustrated below includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playground area in its current location
2 park benches on concrete pad
1 picnic table on concrete pad
New play equipment
Wood chip safety surfacing
Accessible ramp into the playground
An accessible walkway connection from the sidewalk
New bottle filler (if budget permits)

Proposed Playground Options

There are four playground designs to choose from below. All three designs:

•
•
•

Are accessible. This means people of different abilities can play and have fun at the new
playground
Have about the same number of play features like swings, slides, etc.
Cost the same amount

The colours in each image are for reference only. You can let us know what types of colours
you like best at the end of the survey.
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Playground Design Option A

Design A includes:
•

•

•

•

A swing set with:
• Two belt swings
• One toddler swing
• One accessible swing
One combined junior and senior play structure for ages 2 to 12 with:
• Two slides (straight and curved degree)
• Four climbing options
• One imaginative play wheel panel (deck level)
• Two ground-level interactive panels (multi-functional activity panel and farmer’s
market storefront)
• One curved recessed bridge
One senior agility, balance and climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12 with:
• Two 90 degree overhead climbers (static and spinning)
• Two stepping saucers (balance and hop)
• Two stepping blocks (balance and hop)
• One “wonkey wave” curved lateral climber
• Six mini steps
One refurbished teeter-totter
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Playground Design Option B

Playground Design Option B includes:
•

•

•
•

A swing set with:
o Two belt swings
o One toddler swing
o One accessible swing
One combined junior and senior play structure for ages 2 to 12 with:
o Three slides (Straight, Wave and Curved)
o Six climbing options
o One Web Link rope Bridge
o One imaginative play wheel panel (at deck level)
o One ground level interactive panel (Ice Cream storefront)
One senior climbing play structure for ages 5 to 12 with:
o Two types of Overhead Climbing Features
 (Moving rung horizontal ladder and spinning roll)
One 2-person sitting spring toy in the shape of “Dexter the Dragon” (age 2-5)
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Playground Design Option C

Playground Design Option C includes:
•

•

A swingset with:
o Two belt swings
o One toddler swing
o One accessible swing
One combined Jr/Sr structure including junior elements for ages 2 to 5:
o One twisting slide
o One wavey slide
o Two climbing options (rudder climber and ship’s ladder)
o One numbers panel (with little monsters)
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•

•
•

o One maze wheel panel
o One solar system panel
Senior elements for ages 5 to 12 with include:
o One slide that veers to one side
o One linking climber
o One net climber
o Three connecting climbers (two for net climber access and one on high platform)
o One turning / chin-up bar
o One accessible trapeze beam
One spring toy in the shape of a jet for sitting in
One spring toy in the shape of a space rocket for standing on

Playground Design Option D

Playground Design Option D includes:
•

A swingset with:
o Two belt swing
o Two toddler swings
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•

•

o One accessible swing
One junior play structure for ages 2 to 5 with:
o One double slide
o One chain net climber
o One curly climber
o One snake pole climber
o One accessible transfer station
o One panel with steering wheel
o One Hexagonal shaped shade roof
o One car-shaped spring rider
One senior play climbing structure for ages 5 to 12 with:
o One Double slide
o One fan climber
o One net climber
o One cylinder climber
o One accessible transfer station
o One telescope mounted on panel
o One store counter panel for imaginary play
o One Hexagonal shaped shade roof
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Appendix C: Email Responses
This appendix includes email responses received while the survey was open.

1.
I live on Somerset so I am worried about it becoming a hangout for undesirables at night, so
structures that encourage that should be considered. Safety: good lighting; Use: water fountain
that works; wading pool is nice to keep; how about the adult type workout playground? That
would be neat. Just some thoughts.
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